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The « Section Internationale Américaine » is an
American, international program for bilingual
English speakers or students with a good level.
Our teacher, Mr.Meade, teaches us Social Studies and
American literature.
It seems serious said like this, but this class is in fact
very, very special. Mr. Meade teaches with fun:
he organizes activities (we are currently studying the
ideal society, and are playing a video game),
Demonstrations (with the ideal society comes the
ideal government : we watched Donald Trump, Joe
Biden and Kanye West’s campaign videos – before
making our own !)
And much, much more…
Two others of our classes are linked to the section :
English (with Mrs. Bonvallet), and History Geography
in French (with Mrs. Bassoka).

Interviews

We asked teachers and students what their
opinion was on the SIA.
1. How would you define the SIA ?
2. What is (or are) your favourite memories
within the SIA ?
Students :
1. A class where we learn in a different, fun
way !
2.-When Mr. Meade gave us Crisps !
- When we celebrated Thanksgiving in class !
- that time he gave us posters and cool cups
- When he came as a cowboy in class !
- simply how we thought that Mr.Meade was
weird at first but ended up loving him !
Mrs. Bonvallet :
1. A dynamic class with curious and openminded students
2. I like the debates and discussions in class.
The students’ opinions are interesting !
Mrs. Bassoka :
1. I think it’s a great opportunity for bicultural
options and sharing.

WHAT IS CLIMATE CHANGE ?
Climate change is a long-term shift in weather conditions identified
by changes in temperature, precipitation, winds, and other
indicators. Climate change can involve both changes in average
conditions and changes in variability, including, for example,
extreme events.
BY HABSATOU SOW

By Rania Bouagja

WHAT ARE THE CAUSES OF CLIMATE CHANGE?

Climate change does have natural causes like changes in solar radiance or
volcanic activity but those are only short term and may differ the climate in only
certain spots.
The most important cause of climate change and mostly environmental issues is
humans with deforestation, burning fossil fuel, converting land from forest to
agriculture, anything that includes carbon dioxide which is one of the most
important climate forcers that causes the greenhouse effect. The greenhouse
effect makes the earth warmer, just as a greenhouse is warmer than its
surroundings.

Youngsters and Global Warming
by Sarah-Lou Brillie
Global Warming is now a worldwide issue and it affects everyone.
Youngsters play a very important role in Global Warming. It has been proved
that they constitute the majority of the population in many countries. They
have an increasing, strong, social and environmental awareness which has the
power to transform our society towards a climate resilient future.
Journalists asked American kids what they thought or needed, to help with the
issue of climate change.
-84% of the kids need more information about what’s happening in the
world
-73% actually feel the impact of climate change and want to do something to
help
-Only 9% are confident the world will act quick enough to address Climate
Change.
Over the course of history, the Earth’s climate has changed several times. The
difference is that this time, Earth’s atmosphere is warming as a result of
human activity. It is late but not too late to stop global warming. We can help
to slow it down, so it doesn’t destroy human civilization in the next hundreds
of years. Indeed, life on Earth will likely persist with or without humans. What
is at stake is simply the future of human beings on the planet.
Here are some things you can do:
Use reusable water and coffee cups
Air dry your hairs and clothes
Take short showers
Recycle
Bring your own bag when shopping
Let’s not destroy our Earth please!!

KOALAS ARE SAVED
By Maia HANIN
Koalas headed home after being
rescued from the Australia fires at
the end of the year 2019.
Lots of animal habitats were
destroyed by the fires along with 1
million hectares of bushland. Money
was donated from all around the
world to help animals, like koalas
which were badly affected by the
fires.
Thousands of koalas had to be taken
to similar animal hospitals for
treatment and rehabilitation
because of burns and other injuries
sustained in the bushfires, which
ravaged more than 110 000 square
kilometres across the continent.

Georgia’s sunshine no more ?
By Lena Didenot
In 2017, a massive chunk of ice called « A68a » broke off from
Antartica. This iceberg is the biggest one in the world and through
satellites, the scientists keep track of it and it seems like it is
heading towards the British Overseas Territory of South Georgia in
the southern Atlantic Ocean.
« A68a » is a similar size to the county of Sommerset, so 4,200
square Km and weighs hundreds of billions of tonnes. Scientists
worry that the iceberg could get stuck and stay there for up to ten
years because of its size which would affect the routes that
penguins and seals use to hunt for their young.
If they have to do a big detour, they might not be back in time to
feed their babies who would starve to death. The scientists have
hope though !
If the massive chunk of ice heads northwards, it could start to
break up as it gets into rougher and warmer waters. One good thing
is that with its size, it brings a lot of dust that will fertilise ocean
plankton, which is food to some animals.

Acts you can do against climate change or to protect the
Earth
By Mia FAIVRE-CERVEAU

Protecting our planet is important and here are some reasons why:
- You are going to live on this earth for the rest of your life
- Our future generation are going to live here too
- And animals! Aren’t they cute? Don’t you want to save them?
There is a lot more of reasons to justify the fact that you have to protect this
planet. So now that you understand (I hope) the importance of
protecting/saving the planet Earth, here are some tips to do it:

TALK:

talk to your friends and family! Influence them to protect the earth too and
pay more attention to the environment!
For local and
season food,
you can search
on
internet for
“Clubs” like
Club Kossam

FOOD:

buy fresh, local and season food. Limit as such as possible frozen food. When
you are at school or even outside school, use a recyclable water bottle or a
reusable one. Eat less meat (I know it’s hard) but it doesn’t mean you have to
stop eating it.
PLANTS:
Plant trees or plants in your garden or in pots so you can put them on your
balcony or in your apartment. You can also participate to the school activities
against pollution and climate change.

PAPER:

Try to use less paper and don’t use it for silly things (sending notes in class ).
You can also recycle some little bits of paper so you can use them to draw or
other things you do with paper. And last but not least print on both sides
(when you can).

How do you define feminism?

By Roukiatou Hott and Coumba Seye

Feminism is about all genders having equal
rights and opportunities. It’s also about
respecting diverse women’s experiences,
identities, knowledge and strengths and
striving to empower all women to realize
their full rights. Feminism is a range of
social movements, political movements and
ideology.

GENDER STEREOTYPES: HOW
DO TEENS FACE THESE SOCIAL
PROBLEMS?
BY Marie Angèle Diouf and Mariétou
Andre
Gender stereotypes (also called gender
stereotypes) are “schematic and holistic
representations of what girls and boys
are and are not,
WHAT IS GIRLS AND BOYS EQUALITY?
Equality is making sure that boys and
girls are treated the same and have the
same opportunities in life. A child
should therefore not have to act in a
particular way or have limits placed on
them just because they are a boy or a
girl.
AVOIDING GENDER STEREOTYPES
Despite the progress made in terms of
equality, gender stereotypes are still
very much present and influence the way
girls and boys look at them.
Unintentionally, this can cause adults to
treat children differently depending on
their gender.
When stereotypes are repeated, children
often understand that acting
stereotypically is the normal way to
behave. For example, girls may
understand that they cannot play soccer
because "it's a boy's sport" and boys
may not dare ask for a doll as a game
because "it's for girls"

J a s m i n e ’s S p e e c h
Sexism and gender inequality are
problems that women face every
single day. While men have the fair
lives they have always had, women
d o n ’t a l l h a v e a c c e s s t o t h e
unalienable(undeniable) rights they
should have.
Why this injustice?
Why do these stereotypes from
years ago still exist?
A woman is as strong and smart as
a m a n , w h y d o e s n ’t e v e r y b o d y k n o w
that?
So many questions, but nothing to
justify this injustice.
Nothing to justify the difficulty of
the lives of women today.
Nothing to justify the constant fear
that all women feel, in the streets,
at work…
But what people should know is that
a w o m a n i s n ’t j u s t a “ w o m a n ” .
Women can be strong, powerful, and
most of all: fighters.
Fighters that can, that will, lead a
combat until they get the rights
that they deserve.

By Timothée Callens
-THE CLASSICS: DISCOVER
OR RE-DISCOVER THOSE
CLASSICS OF THE ENGLISH
LITERATURE
• Harry Potter,
Author: J.K. Rowling

-THE MANGA SECTION:
ENTER THE WORLD OF MANGA!
• ONE PIECE
AUTHOR: EIICHIRO ODA

*

WE ARE IN THE MIDDLE OF THE PIRATES’
AGE. PIRATES FROM ALL OVER THE WORLD
FIGHT TO DISCOVER THE “ONE PIECE”,
HIDDEN BY GOLD ROGER, THE GREATEST
PIRATE OF ALL TIME. AMONG THOSE
PIRATES IS LUFFY, A SILLY BOY THAT
DREAMS TO FIND THE ONE PIECE AND
BECOME THE PIRATE KING. HE DECIDES TO
CREATE A CREW AND SET SAIL. IT’S THE
BEGINNING OF A LONG TRIP UNTIL THEY
REACH THE ONE PIECE!
AN AMAZING MANGA FULL OF
FRIENDSHIP AND PIRACY.

It’s the story of a normal 11 years old boy
who lives with his uncle and aunt. But one
day, he discovers he’s a wizard and that he
needs to enter the most prestigious
school of Witchcraft and Wizardry:
Hogwarts!
You will follow his adventures with his
friends Ron and Hermione during his 7
years at Hogwarts (7 books).
This is an awesome series of novels full
of surprises and magic.

• The adventures of Tom
Sawyer,

*

Author: Mark Twain
Tom is a teen boy who doesn’t like
school he lives near the Mississippi
River with his aunt and his cousin. In
this book you will see Tom messing
around with his friend Huck, fighting
for a girl, assisting to a murder and
many other adventures. But over all,
you will see him being punished by
his aunt .
A great novel full of stories and
adventures.

• The Giver,
Author: Lois Lowry,
French name: Le Passeur
Aside from fever, Covid-19 symptoms
include cough, difficulty breath.
Discover the Utopia of Lois Lowry
through the eyes of Jonas, a teen boy
who lives in a society where rules are
very strange.
When he becomes a “12”, he receives a
special job that will change his vision of
the world. Will you end up thinking it’s
the perfect society?
A wonderful book that deserves his
place among those classics.ing, and
fatigue.

*

• MY HERO ACADEMIA
AUTHOR: KŌHEI
HORIKOSHI
IN A WORLD WHERE 80 % OF THE
POPULATION HAS AN “ALTER”
(SUPER POWER), HEROES ARE
PART OF NORMAL LIFE. BUT ALSO,
VILLAINS! AGAINST THEM IS ALL
MIGHT, THE STRONGEST HERO.
IZUKU MIDORIYA, A TEEN BOY, IS
ALL MIGHT’S BIGGEST FAN. HIS
DREAM: ENTER THE HERO
ACADEMIA AND BECOME LIKE ALL
MIGHT. THE ONLY PROBLEM IS
THAT HE HAS NO ALTER. BUT ONE
DAY HE RECEIVES AN ALTER
FROM…ALL MIGHT! HE CAN
REALIZE HIS DREAM: BECOME A
HERO!
A WONDERFUL MANGA FOR ALL
TASTES.

•Plunderer

Author: Suu Minazuki

In this Manga, the main character
is a girl: Hina. She lives in a world
where all humans have a special
number printed on his body, which
reflects an important aspect of
their life (ex: a postman will have
the number of letters he posted).
But when the number reaches 0,
the human is dragged into the
“abyss”. When Hina’s mom is
dragged into the abyss, she asks
her to find the Legendary Ace and
there begins the journey.
A very fun and special Manga

!These reviews are based on the opinion of one single person!
*“Book title” = Available at the school’s library

-New releases:

Discover those new books!
Awesome! Wow!

-The Comics: Read those
awesome comics!
• Children of the resistance
Authors: Ers and Dugomier,
French name: les enfants
de la résistance

*The ballad of song birds and snakes
Author: Suzanne Collins
French name: La ballade du serpent et de
l’oiseau .

*

This novel takes us back 64 years
before the events of the trilogy
“The Hunger Games” and shows us
the childhood of the main
antagonist of the series: Coriolanus
Snow. Elements of the Hunger
Games trilogy are explained in
greater details (as roses and
mokingjays). Read this novel to
learn about the traumatic and
messed up life of Coriolanus Snow.
Published on March 2019.

This comic will drive you 80
years ago. The story takes place
between 1939-1945 in France
during the 2nd world war. It’s the
story of 3 teens: 2 boys and a
girl who organize the resistance
against the Nazis’ oppression.
The drawings are wonderful and
the story is nice.
It’s a good comic.

• Castle in the Stars
Author: Alex Alice,
French name: le chateau des les étoiles

• Alma-The wind rises
Author: Timothee de Fombelle
French name: le vent se lève

The story takes place during
the 19th century: it’s
the industrial revolution.
Seraphin a French teen and his
dad goes to live in
Germany. His dad is a
scientist, he’s going to work for
the King of Bavaria. He
invents a spaceship that will
travel between planets. But up
there, they
discover strange things…
A really good comic with
amazing draws.

This is the story of a young African girl
named Alma. The story takes place during
the 18th century in many places of the
world. You have the point of view of many
characters, but mostly Alma’s. She lives in a
secret valley with her family far from the
“wild world” until the day her small brother
escapes and is captured as a slave. She
goes on a long journey to rescue him and
crosses the road of all the characters. She
discovers the true and cruel world far from
her peaceful valley and learns more about
her past. This book is my favourite among
all. It’s full of actions, misunderstandings
and it makes you travel you all over the
world. You will discover the true face of
slavery in the 18th century.

*

• ALONE,
Author: Gazzotti,
French name: Seuls

• The 104-storey treehouse,
Authors: Andy Griffiths and Terry Denton,
French name: La cabane à 104 étages
Discover the silly story of
Andy and Terry, 2 stupid

This is the story of children left alone
in a city without adults. They will have
to challenge terrible dangers and
survive all alone.
This is an awesome comic that
everyone likes. The story is pretty
good and the drawings are nice.

*

“teen” boys who live in
homemade treehouse full
strange storeys as a sha
I
pool, a secret laboratory

a
of
rk
, a

veggie exterminator… Each
novel, they add 13 storeys to
their treehouse, which means
it’s already the 8th novel.
It’s easy to read, it’s funny
and has a lot of images: you
will like it!

!These reviews are based on the opinion of one single person!
“Book title” = Available at the school’s library

HEALTH
ISSUES

HOW TO FIX YOUR SLEEP

By Keryann Bobillier

As someone that has problems of sleep as most of you know, I think
these tips will help you. Being sleep- deprived will cause the
malfunction of the brain, kill brain cells, make you angry and the list
goes on but back to the tips :

❶You should have a regular sleep schedule. By doing this your

brain and body will get used to getting up at that time and you will
not feel tired.
You should not drink water before going to bed, it makes you
more awake.
You should not get in your bed before you are ready to go to
sleep that will prevent your body to get used to the bed and help
you fall asleep easily.

❷
❸

School and mental illness
by Khadija Kagnassi

College student mental health issues continue
to increase, with depression and anxiety among
the most common psychiatric disabilities.
Mental health awareness is an important issue
for all educators, who are often the first line of
defense for their students.
What are the causes of mental illness? And how
does school affect mental health ? How to face
it?
Mental disorders (or mental illnesses) are
conditions that affect your thinking, feeling,
mood and behavior. They may be occasional or
long-lasting (chronic). They can affect your
ability to relate to others and to function each
day.
There are many different types of mental
disorders. Some common ones include
Anxiety disorders, including panic disorder,
obsessive-compulsive disorder, and
phobias
Depression, bipolar disorder, and other
mood disorders
Eating disorders
Personality disorders
Post-traumatic stress disorder
Psychotic disorders, including schizophrenia

Many kids experience some level of stress or
anxiety in social situations they encounter in
school and students spend approximately 900
hours per year in school.
Students see their teachers and classmates as
well, if not ,more often than their families.
A survey by the American Psychological
Association found that nearly half of all teens -45
percent said they were stressed by school
pressures.
If there is a mismatch between student and
teacher, a child can form lasting negative feelings
about school or his own abilities.
School Nationwide, 19% of students in grades
9–12 report being bullied on school property in
the 12 months prior to the survey. Victims
often feel lonely. Some victims may fight back
with extreme, sudden violence.
Stopbullying.gov reports that in 12 of 15 school
shootings, the shooters had been bullied.
Bullies are at higher risk for antisocial,
sometimes violent behaviors like getting into
fights and destroying property. They often
have problems with school, up to and including
dropping out.

Lycee Français Jean Mermoz has a School Psychologist. The
role of a school psychologist is to exercise "psychological
control over the students' '. This function is to be understood as
a concern to better apprehend the students' way of learning, to
detect those who are most in difficulty and to offer them a
follow-up. The teachers themselves have a protocol
concerning students with mental illness, they differ according
to the illness. The world is changing and mentalities are
changing little by little, people are becoming more and more
aware of the subject and inform initiatives such as the
moderators or the World Mermoz High School Days are put in
place to reassure students and send positive messages of
support to those in complicated situations. So if you read these
words and you are in one of the situations remember
« Don't forget you are not alone, there are people to help you ! »

Our new school psychologist in
LFJM is Julie Daniel. She meets
students or their families only
on Thursdays between
8 a.m – 3.30 pm
on Fridays between
11 a.m -3.30p.m

What is bullying ?
By Yelly Ndiaye
My definition of Bullying it is when someone takes advantage of your physically
or mentally. It doesn’t only affect the victim of the bully but also everyone
around them may encourage the people around watching to become bullies.
Why Should we stop ?
We should stop bullying . Bullying has been an exceeding issue over the years… it
is about time to make it stop! Bullying affects everyone not just the victims but
the bullies and everyone surrounding them. The numbers of kids that are starting
to become victims as bullies are increasing. Nobody likes a bully and being one
just makes matters worse. Bullying is a major problem that we haven’t been able
to stop every year .More and more people become bullied at school and online,
if we take a stand against bullying and not encourage dit.
I believe that we can put an end to it !

GEN Z TRENDS

BY HOREJAH SENGHORE

Generation Z commonly known as Gen Z are people who were born
between 1997 and 2012. There are many trends and some people
grew up with them.
Vine 2013-2016

E-girls/ E-boys
late 2010s

The iconic app created by Twitter in 2013 became popular for its viral
memes. It was a video sharing app where people put on funny and
entertaining posts. Sadly, the app closed down in 2016 but to this day
viral Vine memes still get referenced.

The E-boy and E-girl trend started in the late 2010’s, their look is
inspired by skater culture, Anime, hip-hop, K-pop, and rave. It is
characterized by dark colours too.
The popular app Tik tok Is a social media platform where you can
make short videos, like, and comment on other videos. The app known
as Musical.ly was bought by Bytedance 2017 and then merged with Tik
tok to create the current Tik tok that we know. It only really blew up in
2019.
Tik tok is good as it provides entertainment and sometimes helps
small artists get big when their song becomes very used on the app to
the point it becomes a trend, but also bad because of all the negativity
on the platform and that it’s very addicting because the content is
never ending so their videos will never stop loading and you’ll find
yourself scrolling videos after videos without realizing.

Cancel culture mid
2019

Cancelling is a recent trend that often tends to be toxic. It consists of
“cancelling” someone by “ending them”, an example is by ending the
career of an influencer: they loose most of their fans and get looked
at badly by the online community.
People can be cancelled for something they did or said. Sometimes
the person actually deserves to be cancelled but often people try to
cancel them for ridiculous reasons or just try to defame them. People
who get cancelled are usually celebrities and influencers. It is
extremely present on Twitter but also on other social media
platforms. The term “cancelling” can also be used in a jokingly
context.

VSCO Girls 20192020

The fashion trend is based on a filter app called VSCO, that’s where
the name came from. VSCO Girls fashion consists of oversized Tshirts, Birkenstocks, cancan, scrunchies and Hydroflask along with a
metal straw.
VSCO Girls are also known for their engagement with saving the turtles
by using metal straws instead of plastic ones and the famous
“sksksksk” catchphrase.

GAMING

THE PS5
The PlayStation 5 (officially shortened to PS5) is a ninth
generation home video game console developed by Sony
Interactive Entertainment. Marketing is scheduled for November
12, 2020 in the United States, Canada, Mexico, Australia, New
Zealand, South Korea and Japan, then November 19 in France and
the rest of the world. Announced on April 16, 2020, it succeeds the
PlayStation 4 and competes with the Xbox Series from Microsoft
and the Switch from Nintendo. The console measures 390mm x
104mm x 260mm (width x height x length) at 4.5 kilograms.

XBOX SERIES

By Bamalick Nikiama
Xbox Series (also known by the code name Project Scarlett)
is the ninth generation console line, comprising the Xbox
Series X and Xbox Series S, developed and manufactured by
Microsoft, released November 10, 20201,2.
Fourth generation of Xbox consoles, they succeed the Xbox
One. The Xbox Series X, known as Project Anaconda, is
announced during E3 2019, while the Xbox Series S, known as
Project Lockhart, is announced on September 9, 2020.
The Xbox Series X integrates a custom processor based on
the AMD Zen 2 architecture and Navy technology (Radeon),
ray tracing which allows a much more realistic display and
diffusion of light in a 3D environment, the display at 120
images per second and a resolution up to 8K, new
generation SSD storage, GDDR6 RAM.
According to its manufacturer, the console will be four times
more powerful than an Xbox One.

The 5 most anticipated video games!
Cyberpunk 2077

By Lenny Murray

Far Cry 6 (2021)
Far Cry 6 is an FPS game
that will take place on a
fictional Carribean island.
There, you will be playing
the role of a guerrilla
fighter combating the
dictatorial regime of the
island’s «El Presidente, »
Anton Castillo.

Halo Infinite

(December 2020)

HITMAN (JANUARY
20, 2021)

This stealth-based third person
shooter focuses on using stealth and
deception to take out prominent
criminals worldwide. The developers
behind the franchise, IO Interactive,
revealed that Agent 47’s contracts
would take him to Dubai, England, and
many more places this time around

We know nothing about the game’s
plot yet ; the only thing that the
team at 343 Industries confirmed is
that Halo Infinite will continue the
series’ story. With all that in mind,
eager fans can do nothing but save
up and patiently wait for updates
and more reveals. We’re keeping our
fingers crossed they come soon !
Resident Evil Village
(April 2021)

Ariana Grande
by Nayanka Mosser
Ariana Grande was born on June 26th in 1993 at Boca
raton in Florida .
She is an actress singer and a song writer. She began
her career at the age of 15 in 2008 in the Broadway
musical 13, then in the Tv show Cat Valentine and
Sam and Cat in Nickelodeon.
In 2011 she signed with Republic Records and started
writing her own songs. Her song the Way with Mac
Miller was one of the most successful and it’s when
she started her career.
I really like her because her songs are really cool and
she deserves the success. She is the third best artist
in the US and the first female. Netflix officially
announced in the beginning of December the release
of the movie « excuse me I love you » available on
December 21st about her Sweetener tour. She said
«This is a love letter to you all, in celebration of all that
we’ve shared over the past few years. I know this
project only captures some of one tour out of all the
other hundreds of shows and moments we have
shared over the past six or seven years … »
James Bond No Time To Die
by Paul Roisin
It is an action movie with Daniel Graig who played
the role of the secret agent James Bond. The movie
was supposed to be released in April 2020 but with
COVID 19 it has been reported for November 2020
and again it has been reported for April 2021. It will
be the last James Bond with Daniel Craig .
We all hope it won’t be postpone again!
The Amber Heard Case and Johnny Depp Case.
By Rania Bouagja
Amber Heard admits to hitting her ex-husband,
Johnny Depp. “I can’t promise I won’t get physical
again, I get so mad I lose it.” says Amber in an audio
confession. She also tried to accuse Johnny of
attacking her, she showed pictures of bruises, scars
and hair that was apparently torn from her head.
This year, Johnny finally made a defamation of 50m $
against Amber and a newspaper named the Sun.
Johnny also got fired of Warner Bros after they heard
the fake allegations against him made by Amber and
the newspaper, The Sun, calling him a “wife beater.” In
August 2020, Amber presumed that Depp started
online petitions for her not to be in Aquaman2

Christmas in the US
by Bachir Niasse
In the United States, Christmas is also observed on
December 25th.
What do we do at Christmas?
- go to the church
- decorate our house
- exchange presents
- visit our family
What is Christmas ?
1. Christmas is celebrated to remember the birth of Jesus
Christ, who Christians believe is the Son of God. The name
'Christmas' comes from the Mass of Christ (or Jesus). A
Mass service (which is sometimes called Communion or
Eucharist) is where Christians remember that Jesus died
for us and then came back to life.
2. Now, Christmas is more a fun celebration with friends,
and family.

By Mr Meade

BANANA BREAD
Last year, we tried to make a Banana bread in class and it turned out
well…
Maybe you want to try it and you’ll appreciate it, so here is the recipe :

Ingredients

Step 1
Preheat oven to 350 degrees F (175 degrees
C). Lightly grease a 9x5 inch loaf pan.

2 cups all-purpose flour
1 teaspoon baking soda
¼ teaspoon salt
½ cup butter
¾ cup brown sugar
2 eggs, beaten
2⅓
cups mashed
overripe bananas

Step 2
In a large bowl, combine flour, baking soda
and salt. In a separate bowl, cream together
butter and brown sugar. Stir in eggs and
mashed bananas until well blended. Stir
banana mixture into flour mixture; stir just
to moisten. Pour batter into prepared loaf
pan.
Step 3
Bake in preheated oven for 60 to 65
minutes, until a toothpick inserted into
center of the loaf comes out clean. Let
bread cool in pan for 10 minutes, then turn
out onto a wire rack.

SEARCH PAGE
By Keryann, Lena, Lenny, Maia, Mandi & Paul
1. lion
2. bear
3. wolf
4. frog
5. bear
6. tiger
7. leopard
8. pig
9. cow
10. fly
11. goat
12. hen
13. bee
14. elephant
15. penghuin
16. koala
17. snake
18. butterfly
19. kudu
20. springbok
21. duck
22. rabbit
23. fish
24. dog
25. horse
26. cheetah
27. zebra
28. lizard

FIND

→ Florida, Kentucky, Nevada, Mississippi, Illinois, California, Washington, Georgia, Louisiana,
Montana, Iowa, Texas, Minnesota, Oklahoma
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Answer: Nothing
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